Western National Roundup
4-H Fashion Revue

Superintendent:
Angela McCorkle, Superintendent
Texas A & M AgriLife Extension Service
578 John Kimbrough Bldg. 1536 RM 145
College Station, TX 77843-2251
Phone: 979-845-1150
FAX: 979-845-6496
armccorkle@ag.tamu.edu

Eligibility
Please review the Western National Roundup Eligibility Requirements at www.westernnationalroundup.org/eligibility/

Contest Rules
1. An unlimited number of contestants which qualify from each state may be entered to compete.
2. Outfits/Garments can be constructed, modified, or purchased. All outfits/garments will be judged against each
other. At the discretion of the contest officials, categories maybe added if enough participation warrants
additional categories.
3. The garment/outfit modeled at the state level must be the same outfit/garment modeled at Roundup.
4. Each contestant must submit a full-length photo of themselves in their outfit no later than December 1.
a. Email to Angela McCorkle at armccorkle@ag.tamu.edu
b. Include name, state and indicate if the outfit/garment is constructed or purchased. .
5. Contestant order will be determined by a random drawing and announced at the coaches’ meeting. A schedule
will be posted with the names of the participants in order.
6. Fashion Revue is a combination of an oral presentation, modeling of the garment and response to questions from
the judges. The contest will be broken into 2 parts: personal interview and fashion revue modeling.
a. Contestants will meet for a personal interview with the judges. During the interview, the contestant will
be judged on: their oral presentation skills, the content of their oral presentation, the appearance of
outfit/garment, and to questions from the judges.
b. Contestants will participate in a public fashion show where they will have an opportunity to model in a
way to showcase their outfit/garment. Judges will score each of the participants on their modeling skills.
Each participant will be required to introduce themselves during the public fashion revue. Introductions
should include the following information.
1.
Name and State
2.
1 minute or less presentation about their 4-H Clothing and Textiles project
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7. Judging –
20% - oral presentation
20% - content of oral presentation
20% - appearance of garment
20% - responses to judge’s questions
20% - modeling
8. Ties will be broken by the judges.
9. Judges will use the Western National Roundup Fashion Revue Evaluation Form.
10. At the discretion of contest organizers, the event can be cancelled due to low participation numbers.

Awards
Awards will be announced at the FCS Classic Awards Breakfast, and the top five (5) contestants will be recognized.

Entry Information
All entry information, including registration instructions, registration forms, notes on headquarters and lodging, deadlines,
and instructions & procedures (including to whom to send registration and payment) is consolidated on the Western
National Roundup website at www.westernnationalroundup.org
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